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1. Research Background

Cyber analysts play a critical role in cyber defense. Their tasks are difficult due to the overwhelming amount of network traffic, noise-abundant data (e.g., false positive alerts), and increasing complexity and sophistication of the cyber attacks. While experienced cyber analysts are able to perform this complex task effectively, our understanding about the cognitive process of network analysts is rather limited. These difficulties present challenges to maintaining effective cyber defenses from the psychosocial perspective, which includes cognitive processes of cyber analysts. An example of cyber defense operation in the Army is Computer Network Defense Service Provider (CNDSP), operated in ARL’s Computational and Information Sciences Directorate (CISD), which provides cyber defense for a broad network relevant to the Army.

The challenges of cyber defense place high demand on each analyst’s capability for data processing and analytical reasoning. Hence, an efficient analytical reasoning support system is urgently needed to assist analysts in evidence exploration, information correlation, hypothesis maintenance, and reasoning. Even though it is desirable to leverage the experience of expert cyber analysts to support junior analysts, the experience of expert analysts remains untapped, due to the difficulty of eliciting, capturing, sharing, and transferring experiential knowledge, which has been referred to as the “knowledge acquisition bottleneck” in the literature of artificial intelligence (1).

Logic-based models are widely used to represent experts’ knowledge and preferences. One crucial problem in cyber analysis is alert correlation given that IDS alerts are redundant and noisy. Most cyber analysis tools use rules and logical patterns to help analysts verify or invalidate alerts (2, 3). Logical attack graphs can also be generated by logic reasoning based on specified rules (4). Given a network with known vulnerabilities, a logical attack graph can be easily generated, presenting all possible cyber-attack paths (4). By using rules to represent experience-based knowledge, Chen et al. (5) point out that relaxing the conditions of the rules is critical to utilize experience efficiently. However, pattern-based representations are inherently inflexible and many patterns may require exceptions. They also require knowledge to be highly formalized and structured. These limitations reduce the effectiveness of such tools and approaches to adapt to new attack strategies.

Research in cognitive science has shown that humans have limited working memory and information processing capabilities (6). Typically, the large amount of data generated by existing cyber-attack detection tools far exceeds the analysts’ cognitive capabilities. Grounded in perceptual and cognitive theory, many visual analytical tools have been developed to facilitate sense-making. Sense-making is the theoretical foundation to achieve understanding from the use of analytical reasoning. It involves information seeking, observation analysis, insight
development and result production (7). Although it is known that experience plays an important role in sense-making, there is not a clear definition of experience in the literature.

In the context of cyber analysis, experience facilitates an analyst’s sense-making by providing guidance through its four processes illustrated in figure 1: information seeking, observation analysis, insight development, and result/conclusion production. These four processes are connected by three guiding questions: (1) Which data source should be examined? (2) What is implied by the evidence? (3) How to verify the hypothesis? Unfortunately, most current logic-based representation methods are often unable to capture the analytical reasoning process of analyst at this level of detail.

![Sense-Making Diagram](image)

Figure 1. The Role of Experience in Analytical Reasoning Process.

### 1.1 Cognitive Processes of Network Security Analysts

The experience of cyber analysis can be characterized by a space consisting of three dimensions: (1) human analyst, (2) analysis task, and (3) time. This world is used to represent experience and knowledge. A point in this three-dimension world is the triple: \( P = (a_m, t_o, T_r) \), which refers to the sense-making actions performed by analyst \( a_m \) in performing task \( t_o \) at time \( T_r \). The upper right corner of figure 2 describes the reasoning process of analyst \( a \) while performing task \( t \) from time \( T1 \) to \( T2 \).
1.1.1 The “A-O-H” Model of Cyber Security Analysts’ Cognitive Processes

Inspired by the sense-making theory discussed earlier, we model the analytical reasoning process of cyber analysts using three key cognitive constructs: “Action,” “Observation,” and “Hypothesis” (i.e., the “A-O-H” model in figure 2). Actions refer to the analysts’ evidence exploration activities; observations refer to the observed data/alerts considered relevant by the analyst; and hypotheses represent the analysts’ awareness and assumptions in certain situations. These three constructs iterate and form reasoning cycles: the initial trigger could be a suspicious observation (e.g., an IDS alert or denied accesses in firewall logs). This observation may result in new or updated hypotheses (all the hypotheses maintained by an analyst are called “working hypotheses”); each hypothesis could trigger further actions to confirm or disconfirm it. New actions will lead to new observations; thereby, another “A-O-H” cycle begins. The loop ends when a conclusion is drawn or when all relevant observations from the available data have been analyzed.

1.1.2 Computational Representation of Cyber Security Analysts’ Cognitive Processes

From the perspective of computational representation of analysts’ cognitive processes, “actions” and “observations” in the “A-O-H” model have a structured representation because they are explicit facts. However, capturing analysts’ mental reasoning can be quite complicated if we choose a formal representation. Therefore, we chose a “hypothesis” representation that is easiest for the analyst to describe: free text. We combine each action with its resulting observation(s) into a pair, called an “Experience Unit (EU)”, to denote the external activities and related contexts. We associate each hypothesis to the corresponding EU. Sometimes, the observations in an EU can lead to multiple alternative hypotheses. Therefore, an EU, in general, can be
associated with multiple hypotheses. An “E-Tree” is constructed to represent the reasoning process by connecting the external analytical actions and observations (“EUs”) with the internal analytical reasoning (“hypotheses”). The branches connecting an EU with a set of hypotheses illustrate that these disjunctive hypotheses are created in the light of this EU’s observation. In order to facilitate the analyst in browsing the hypotheses and navigating among them, we further extract the hypotheses from the E-tree to form a hypothesis tree (i.e., “H-Tree”). An example of E-tree and corresponding H-tree is shown in figure 3. The exemplar E-tree shows the first experience unit (EU 1) leads to two alternative hypotheses (Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2). Each hypothesis node in the E-tree and the H-tree is associated with a “truth value”, which can be “unknown,” “true,” or “false”. These truth values are indicated by the color of hypothesis nodes in figure 3: those with red color indicate “false” (i.e., rejected hypothesis), and those with green color indicate “true” (i.e., confirmed hypothesis).

![E-Tree and H-Tree Diagram](image)

Figure 3. An Example of E-Tree and its H-Tree.

### 1.1.3 A Tool for Capturing the Cognitive Processes of Network Security Analysts

Based on the A-O-H model, an analytical reasoning process capture and support tool, Analytical Reasoning Support for Cyber Analysis (ARSCA), has been developed to enable the analytical reasoning process of cyber analysts to be captured in a non-intrusive way. The tool supports and captures the *actions* of analysts in filtering data by one or more conditions (e.g., filter Firewall logs for a particular destination port or filter on an alert to exclude an IP address), and in selecting data entries (e.g., selecting one or more entries in the Firewall log). The tool also captures analysts’ *observations* through his/her selection of one or more data entries (often after filtering the raw data) or taking a screen shot by selecting areas of interests (e.g., part of a network topology or a visualization display). A key function of the tool is to enable the analyst to write down his/her thoughts or *hypotheses* based on the current set of observations. As the analyst gathers additional observations (some of which may be inspired by the current hypotheses), additional hypotheses can be created, and will be organized under the current
hypothesis. More than one competing hypotheses can be generated by the analyst using the “create sibling hypothesis” feature in the tool. ARSCA provides two major functions using two views: (1) a data monitoring view for the analyst to choose data sources, filter entries from a source, and select entries of interest, and (2) an analysis view for the analyst to easily view and navigate the E-tree and H-tree for tracking and investigating multiple hypotheses. The analyst can easily switch between the two views. The analysis view also enables the analyst to easily switch his/her “focus of attention” among multiple hypotheses in the H-tree. The tool also provides reasoning support to maintain the consistency of the truth values of the hypotheses.

The VAST Challenge is a visual analytics contest organized yearly. Based on cyber analysis data of VAST Challenge, multiple scenarios of network analysis task have been developed using ARSCA.

2. Research Objective

The long-term objective of this research is to improve our understanding of the cognitive process of network analysts, especially those related to their analytical reasoning, so that training and analytical reasoning support tools (including visualization) for network analysts can be improved based on the improved understanding. More specifically, this research aims to conduct an initial validation of the A-O-H model using a tool for non-intrusive capture and support of the analytical reasoning process of network analysts (i.e., ARSCA).

3. Instrumentation and Facilities

Equipment

- All equipments used in the experiment are not connected to the internet.
- One laptop (without internet connection), manufactured by a commercial PC vendor (e.g., Lenovo or Dell) for sale to the public, running Windows operating system. The laptop is provided by the research team of Penn State University. One or more ARL-owned laptops, manufactured by a commercial PC vendor (e.g., Dell), may also be provided.
- Software for the analytical reasoning support tool is installed on the laptops.
- The laptops are also loaded with a pre-task questionnaire, training video and instruction, a post-task questionnaire, a user manual of the tool, and detailed step-by-step instructions for the procedure. The materials are organized according to the four major steps of the procedure using four folders: (1) Step 1: Pre-task Questionnaire, (2) Step 2: Training, (3) Step 3: Doing the task, and (4) Step 4: Post-task Questionnaire.
• One projector connected to the laptop. The projector is purchased by Penn State University. One or more ARL-owned projectors may also be provided.

• A keyboard connected to the laptop

• A mouse connected to the laptop

**Safety Releases for Equipment or Apparatus**

No safety releases are required.

**Facility**

The study will be conducted in room 2F014 and adjacent rooms in Building 204 of Adelphi Laboratory Center, MD.

**Standard Operating Procedures for Courses or Facilities**

There is currently no SOP on file for the facility.

---

### 4. Materials, Tests, Tasks, and Stimuli

**Questionnaires, Surveys, Psychometric Tests, or Forms**

Two questionnaires are used in the study: (1) a pre-task questionnaire and (2) a post-task questionnaire.

**Pre-Task Questionnaire**

The Pre-task questionnaire includes three types of questions: (1) questions about demographic information of the subject (e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, and native language), (2) five-level Likert question items about knowledge and experience regarding cyber security, and (3) five-level Likert question items regarding analytical reasoning style of the subject. The complete Pre-Task Questionnaire is shown in figure 4.
**Pre-TASK Questionnaire**

Thank you for participating in this study. All of this information will be treated confidentially and results will be reported only in the form of group summaries or analyses.

1/3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ 18-29 years old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ 30-49 years old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ 50-64 years old or older</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender:</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ African American / Black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Asian / Pacific Islander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Caucasian / White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Hispanic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Indigenous / Aboriginal Person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Latino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Multiracial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Other ___</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Native language: Your native language is: __________
If English is not your native language, please rate your proficiency in English using scale 1-5: ______ (1: poor, 2: fair, 3: good, 4: very good, 5: excellent)

Work Title: ________________________________

---

Figure 4. Page 1 of pre-task questionnaire.
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| Working years:                                   |        |
| How many years have you been doing cyber analysis? |        |
| ☐ Less than 3 years                             |        |
| ☐ 3 to 5 years                                  |        |
| ☐ 5 to 8 years                                  |        |
| ☐ More than 8 years                             |        |

Please rate your knowledge in these areas:
(Average refers to people with bachelor degree in all disciplines)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Below average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Above average</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working knowledge of UNIX, Windows, and Linux operating systems</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working knowledge of network protocols (e.g. FTP, DNS, HTTP, SSH)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network security, common cyber-attack vulnerabilities and ways to exploit them</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with IDS/IPS, Firewalls, Vulnerability assessment tools, Wireshark, and SysInternals tools</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills both verbal and written</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How often do you read information security materials (e.g. technical reports, magazine articles, books, papers, news)?
| ☐ About once a month |
| ☐ About twice a month |
| ☐ About once a week |
| ☐ Daily |
| ☐ Never |

---

Figure 5. Page 2 of pre-task questionnaire.
Figure 6. Page 3 of pre-task questionnaire.

Post-Task Questionnaire

The post-task questionnaire includes (1) questions for the subject to reflect on concerning the task and to identify important observations important hypotheses, unanswered questions, how they are found, and the story (e.g., a cyber-attack) that connects them; (2) five-level Likert question items regarding the subject’s self-assessment about his/her performance on the task, and (3) five-level Likert question items about whether the Action-Observations-Thought(Hypothesis) (A-O-H) model captures the subject’s analytical reasoning process. The complete post-task questionnaire is provided in figure 7.
Post-Task Questionnaire

1/4

Please type your answer above the line in each question.

Q1. Reflecting back, what are the 3 most important observations found by you that contributed to your final conclusion? You may refer to the “Action-Observation-Thought-Tree (E-Tree)” shown on the bottom under the “Analysis” Tab of the software. You can use the id number to identify each observation:

And, briefly explain how you find them:

Q2. Create one or more narratives that describe the events on the network. In other words, tell a story based on your findings.

2/4

Q3. Reflecting back, what are the 3 most important hypotheses/thoughts generated by you that contributed to your final conclusion? You may refer to the “Thought-Tree” shown on the top under the “Analysis” Tab of the software. You can use the id number to identify each observation:

Figure 7. Pages 1-2 of the post-task questionnaire.
Tasks and Stimuli

The task of the subject is to analyze data sources (e.g., network topology and policy, IDS alerts, firewall logs), which can be presented in tabular forms or through visualization displays, about the computer network of a large organization to identify suspected attacks, type of attacks, key events and evidence, and associated hypotheses/questions to guide further investigation or to draw a conclusion.
Training of the Analytical Reasoning Support Tool called ARSCA

Before performing the task, the subject watches a training video to learn to use ARSCA for filtering network data (e.g., IDS alert, firewall log), selecting data entries (i.e., observations), and writing down his/her thoughts (i.e., hypotheses) associated with the data entries using the tool. A set of self-evaluation questions is provided to the subject at the end of the training. A summary of the functions and features of ARSCA is also provided in a handbook, which is made available to the subjects so that they can refer to it for any questions they may have about the tool while performing the task. Figure 8 is the list of key functions of ARSCA that are summarized in the ARSCA Handbook, as well as in the Task Description document, which the subject reads before performing the task.

1. A Quick View of the tool

   In general, you may work with the tool in this way:

   1) Start with analyzing the source data (Network configuration, IDS alerts, Firewall Logs) in the Monitoring Data view.
   2) Keep creating observation items.
   3) You can View current ongoing observation items.
   4) Once you got any new thought, create a new hypothesis/thought.
   5) You can view existing E-Tree and H-Tree in the Analysis View.
   6) You can edit hypotheses and assign current hypothesis in H-Tree.
   7) You can view the existing Actions and Observations in E-Tree.
   8) You can view the Context.

Figure 8. A Summary of Key Functions of ARSCA.

Performing the Task of Network Analysis

After completing the training, the subject proceeds to conduct an intrusion detection task using ARSCA, which provides two views to the subject: (1) a data monitoring view, and (2) an analysis view. Figure 9 is an exemplar screenshot of ARSCA, which is shown with tabs on the left corresponding to the two views. The figure shows an exemplar ARSCA screen in the data view. Also, the screenshot shows the top-level tabs for creating an observation and for creating an associated hypothesis. It also highlights the functions that are useful for browsing, searching, and filtering network security data. Figure 10 shows an example of the data monitoring view, in which the subject can select observations of interests using the space bar or taking a screen shot. The subject can also double-click on any field (e.g., Destination IP) to copy it to the clipboard, and later paste it into the Data Filter or the “Quick Find” field on top of the view.
Figure 11 gives an example of the analysis view, which displays the current E-tree and the current H-tree constructed by an analyst. The analyst can select a node in either tree to view detailed information about them. For example, figure 7 shows the detailed information about a hypothesis (including its current truth value and description) selected by the analyst from the H-tree.

Figure 9. Overview of Analytical Reasoning Support Tool for Cyber Analysis (ARSCA).

Figure 10. Selecting Observations in the Data Monitoring View of ARSCA.
Figure 11. Browsing Hypotheses in the Analysis View of ARSCA.

5. Subjects

The age of subjects is between 18 and 50. The inclusion criterion is that the subject performs cyber security analysis on a daily basis as a part of his/her job function.

Sample Size Justification

The number of subjects is between 12 and 20 so that the time for the subjects to participate in the study does not interfere with their job functions as network analysts at U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL). A similar number of subjects have also been used in a previous study about network analysts (9).

Compensation

Subjects of the study recruited from ARL do not receive compensation.

Subject Recruitment

Subjects were recruited by Dr. John Yen during his visit to ARL in the summer of 2013. Dr. Yen first described the goal, the A-O-H model, and the tool of the research study to researchers and managers of Network Science Division in Computational and Information Sciences Directorate (CISD). After obtaining their approval, subjects were recruited from network analysts of Network Science Division through their managers. A total of 12 subjects (with different levels of experience) were recruited from Network Science Division of CISD. Additional subjects, if needed, will be recruited by Dr. Robert Erbacher.
6. Procedure

The procedure of the study includes five major steps: (1) Subjects arrive at the research site, are met, given an overview of the study, and allowed to read the consent form. After obtaining informed consent, each subject will then be assigned a randomly generated anonymous identification number to protect his/her personal information and identity. This step takes an average of 5 min. (2) Subjects fill out the Pre-Task Questionnaire. The average time of this step is 10 min. (3) Subjects receive self-guided training by watching training video and following self-assessment at the end of training. On average, this step takes 20 min for the first scenario. This step is estimated to take 5 min for subsequent scenarios. (4) Subjects perform the task described in the previous section. This step takes an average of 60 min. (5) Subjects fill out the Post-Task Questionnaire. The average time for this step is 25 min. The entire procedure takes, on the average, 2 h for the first session. The expected time for subsequent sessions is 100 min for each session. There is no audio recording or video recording during any part of the procedure. Furthermore, researchers do not interact with the subjects from step 2 to step 5.

Research data (e.g., Pre-Task Questionnaire, Post-Task Questionnaire, and traces of A-O-H analytical reasoning process of subjects) generated from the study will be reviewed by ARL for OPSEC compliance before they are released to the investigators.

Training

The training component of the procedure includes three sub-steps. First, the subject reads “Basic Information,” which describes background information of the task, including the network topology of the enterprise network, the IP addresses involved in the network, and the data to be used in the task (e.g., IDS alerts, Firewall logs). Second, the subject learns about A-O-H model and the Analytical Reasoning Support for Cyber Analysis (ARSCA) tool by watching training videos and by reading corresponding sections in the ARSCA Handbook. The last step of training is for the subject to conduct a self-assessment about key functions of the ARSCA tool.

Pilot Study or Pilot Testing

A pilot study has been conducted both at The Pennsylvania State University and at ARL’s Adelphi Laboratory Center (ALC). The subjects of the pilot study at ALC were network analysts recruited from ALC. The results of the pilot provided important feedback that improves the data filtering function of the tool, the user friendliness of the interface, and the training material of the study. The pilot study confirmed that the scenario of the task is realistic and is at a suitable level of difficulty. The pilot study also confirmed that the time required for completing the task is, on the average, an hour, and the total time required for completing one session (including pre-task questionnaire, training, performing the task, and post-task questionnaire) is, on the average, 2 h.
7. Experimental Design

This is an observation-centric study. Therefore, there is no control group. In the previous sections, we describe the research objectives, the equipment, the recruiting of subjects, the procedure, the training, the Pre-Task Questionnaire, the task, and the Post-Task Questionnaire for the experiment. The primary research hypothesis of the study is that the A-O-H model can capture the analytical reasoning process of the cyber security analysts. The secondary research hypothesis is that the A-O-H model can capture the differences of the analytical reasoning process between experts and less-experienced analysts. The Pre-Task Questionnaire is designed to collect information related to the experience level of analysts so that we can compare the analytical processes of experts with those of less-experienced analysts. For this reason, subjects were recruited from analysts with different level of experiences. The scenarios of the sessions were designed by extracting four 10-min intervals from the entire data set of VAST Challenge. Because the four scenarios are part of one multi-step cyber attack, there are logical relationships between the scenarios. Because the four sessions are designed to be independent tasks for the analysts, we arrange the four scenarios for the experiment into the following order to weaken the potential logical relationship between one session and the next one in the experiment: subjects starts with scenario 2, followed by scenario 4, followed by scenario 1, and followed by scenario 3.

The results of this experiment will include one or more papers that describe the findings in validating the A-O-H model, and one or more papers that identify and compare differences of the analytical reasoning process between experts and less-experienced analysts. These results can contribute to the design of improved training of network analysts, especially those involved in CNDSP. For instance, the differences between expert analysts and less-experienced analysts can be used to develop training objectives, training models, and an intelligent personalized training tool that tailors the training objectives to individual analysts based on the result of assessing their analytical reasoning process before, during, and after training.

The results of this study can also contribute to improving training for Soldiers to increase their awareness and understanding about cyber security.

Finally, the findings of this study can contribute to the design of STEM education materials for K-12 students to increase their interests and awareness for cyber security-related studies and careers, and STEM-related education and professional opportunities in general.
8. Data Analysis

The data collected will be analyzed using a combination of qualitative methods and quantitative methods. Both the accuracy of the analysts’ results and the time of completing the task (for each scenario) will be analyzed. For example, the analytical reasoning traces and the experience trees collected from subjects will be analyzed in multiple ways. First, we will identify the ground truths in the experience trees. Second, we will investigate whether the ground truth identified in the E-trees form a tight logical relationship. Third, we will invite a domain expert panel to evaluate the trees to see whether the tree does a good job in capturing the analytical reasoning process. Finally, we will investigate the use of machine learning methods together with cognitive task analysis for analyzing the traces to identify differences between experts and less-experienced subjects (10, 11).

8.1 Risks and Discomforts and Mitigation of Each Risk and Discomfort

Risk: A loss or breach of confidentiality may be a potential risk. Mitigation: Each subject is assigned a randomly generated anonymous identification number. The informed consent form is stored and secured in a password protected file in room 301F, Information Sciences and Technology Building, The Pennsylvania State University (University Park) in a password-protected file.

There are no additional risks for subjects to participate in this research beyond those experienced in everyday life of a typical cyber security analyst. None of the questions in the questionnaires used in the study are about personal identifiable information.

8.2 Benefits

The subject can benefit from the pre-experiment “cyber security analyst” training (designed by the researchers) as a useful learning experience. Furthermore, their participation in the study, especially the reflection they perform about the intrusion detection task after they perform the task, may provide new insights about their analytical reasoning process. Finally, their contributions and results of the study can improve the scientific knowledge and understanding about cognitive processes of cyber analysts, which can contribute to improving the quality of on-job training, training new analysts, and supporting their daily network analysis task more effectively in the near future.

8.3 Confidentiality or Anonymity

The data collected from this study, after review by ARL for OPSEC compliance, will be stored and secured at 301F IST building in a password-protected file. Penn State’s Office for Research Protections, the Institutional Review Board, and the Office for Human Research Protections in the Department of Health and Human Services may review records related to this research study.
Representatives of the U.S. Army Medical Research and Material Command (USAMRMC) are eligible to review all research related records. In the event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be shared. There will be neither video nor audio recording during any portion of the study. No photographs will be taken during the study, either.

The participants’ personal information remains confidential. The study requires obtaining basic information from participants, and no personal information besides a name and signature for the consent form is required. This study uses the participants’ responses, performance, and demographic information related to the study in the publication of the research. However, we provide a randomly generated anonymous identification number to protect their identity for data analysis and for reporting results in publications.
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